Soul Reports
7th August 2017
A reader asks:
Can a human really read and provide a report on another human soul's journey?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Where the soul originated
The soul's current life lessons
The soul's past lives and relationships
What the soul is required to do in the current life to regain its past life enlightened
qualities
Crystals and clothing to wear to attract enlightened qualities
Cause(s) of the soul's health concerns

Responds The Committee, at length.
"Greetings to all, thanks to the questions and their creator, for which answers are graciously
added. We appreciate building where invited to use such nice foundations.
The half dozen questions are really seven, and we begin with the questioner's unnumbered first.
Yes.
To the half dozen others, we say:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

From the whole.
Yes, if given the information.
Yes, if given the information.
No, because this cannot be done. It is already in effect, because it always has been and
always will be.
These qualities are not attracted by outside appearances, what is on the physical surface
of a human body. Such things might symbolize or supplement, but never function
independently.
Yes, but the concerns are not of the soul, only the human body, of which are solely the
conditions, sickness and diseases also. The human soul is never sick or injured and not
concerned for these; this province is for the body and the soul's operation through and as
is limited by that body.

We expand, inflate as you might think. Air we like, more we add.
To observe the journey of a life simply requires observation, as you all know. You mean
remaining, unexpired, unexplored and the not-yet-lived portion of a plan for life.
This will not be revealed to you, and not through another human or other ways or means. Unless
you have drawn a plan to include revelations to yourself - a rare inclusion - the unmasking of the
plan will not be provided. This will overturn your free will. You will act according to what you
believe will come, and pursue or avoid it unnaturally, distorted by knowledge. This will cause a
deviation in the life plan course. This can become part of a life plan and is one method and
technique for pursuit of a certain route, however it is not a frequent route taken. There are many

other methods more efficient and effective which preserve the independence of the life plan, thus
its operation and effectiveness.
There are no past lives unless the Earth timeline is superimposed. From the perspective of your
soul, this superimposition cannot be made. The concept of a past life operates only where the
past life is not accessible; the notion which creates the concept of a past life blocks access to the
simultaneous life so labeled.
The soul, of the person whose soul powers the body and life which creates her or him, is not
required to do anything. All forward movement is optional. To recover what is deemed lost - or
seen this way - is achieved simply through recognition and acknowledgement that it is not and
never has been lost. These aspects, qualities and characteristics of you the human thus of the soul
which you truly are, are always there, available and in effect for you to invoke.
Clothing is wrapping and does not the gift make, although it might serve a good purpose if the
message intended sent is interpreted the wearer's preferred way, by observers. Crystals do not
initiate good energy; they can enhance, spread, amplify and propagate what is wanted multiplied
but they do little but adorn the exterior if the basic energy of belief and intent are not first in
effect.
The health effects to a human body are manifold, the origin in the soul but for a portion of them.
There can be a soul level start, where the medical cause is not identified, or where the cause can
be, such cause begins with the soul yet also with many life choices added or lessened along the
route.
There is always a great lesson to be learned through these issues, and for this they occur. Injury
or disease are not planned by a soul for life on Earth, are seen as a great bonus, a rare treat at
experience which was not first included. You might believe this is hideous, given the horrible
nature, effect and outcome of disease or injury and anyone thinking this, is right. For this reason
they are a bonus; immediately upon return home, the experience is seen to have the deep value it
provides, unable to be obtained any other way.
Our deep gratitude for your confidence and trust, expressed to us through these questions. We
humbly hope our answers meet with the quality and refinement of such fine inquiries and we
wish you all, both well and also a great experience in this and all days."

